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Sermon May 6, 2018 

Allow me to be who I am 

John 15:9-17 

The Reverend Roger Pancost 

No amount of education can fully prepare anyone for what some people            
refer to as “the real world.” I learned this truth very early on in my ministry. As a                  
young pastor I had no way of knowing how to deal with the varied personalities of                
the individuals who composed the congregation I served. 

One of the most interesting, and forceful, of these individuals was an older             
woman named Eleanor Powers. Although Eleanor was not tall in stature, she had a              
very big personality. I don’t think that it was a coincidence that her last name was                
“Powers!” 

As a young pastor I assumed that people would invite me to their homes to               
have deep discussions about spiritual concerns, or life issues. Eleanor made it clear             
from the very beginning that she wanted me to come to her apartment to play               
Scrabble. Our times together began with Eleanor playing tunes from memory on a             
“clanging” upright piano and then the two of us sitting at her table for a game of                 
Scrabble.  

At other times Eleanor insisted that I drive her to community events, or             
appointments. I remember clearly one day in which we were getting into my car              
and I reached over to help Eleanor with her seat belt. In her usual blunt way, she                 
told me that she didn’t need help and that I should ask people before attempting to                
assist them.  

While that seemed like a minor incident, it was an important moment in my              
development as a pastor. That day Eleanor Powers helped me to understand that I              
should never make assumptions about what other people need. She also helped me             
to see that each person I was serving is unique. 

I thought about that lesson as I reflected on the command Jesus gave to his               
disciples: “Love one another as I have loved you.” While this seems like a simple               
thing to do, the reality is that it isn’t always clear how it is we are to love other                   
people. To borrow a phrase from retail, “One size does not fit all.” 
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Ralph Bazhaw, a citizen of the Potawatomi Nation, uses a fir tree to             
illustrate this point. He writes, “In the Northwest part of our country grows the              
tree known as the Douglas fir. If you were to stand before a forest of these trees,                 
you would be awed by their Majesty and their beauty. They grow straight up to the                
sky – straight as an arrow – 200, 250 feet high. As you walked through a forest of                  
these trees, you would see that they are all the same. Armed with what you know                
and what you see, you would say that this is good; this is the way it should be.  

But somewhere... somewhere deep in the forest, you would come across a            
tree that perhaps as a seedling had some disease. It was twisted, it was gnarled, it                
was ugly. Now there’s a hole in the sky where the little tree grows. 

 And all across the forest floor, there is nothing but pine needles except...             
except where the little tree grows. Because there is a hole in the sky where the little                 
tree grows, the rain and the sunshine can come through. And the weeds and the               
grass and the flowers grow. 

Let me look beyond what I know and what I see, and allow you to be who                  
you are and nothing more. And in return, I would hope that you would allow me to                 
be who I am and nothing less. (Poetry and Prose • April 29, 2018 The Douglas Fir Ralph                  
Bazhaw, Nishbonsek, Citizen Potawatomi Nation) 

Ralph Bazhaw’s reflections on the Douglas Fir is a reminder that to love             
others in community means allowing each person to be him or herself and nothing              
less. Each person has a unique personality and a unique life story. How we love               
other people is unique as each individual.  

UCC pastor, Vince Amlin, in a recent Stillspeaking Devotion, offers similar           
insights that he acquired after watching an arborist plant a tree in the church              
courtyard. He writes, “Watching Erik work, I’m in awe…He knows the precise            
dimensions of the space it needs. Just so wide, just so deep. 

When he takes the sapling out of its plastic tub, the roots are swirling around               
the edge in a circle. He makes strategic cuts with his pruning scissors. Without              
them, the tree will keep growing in the shape of its old container instead of               
spreading out into the ground. When we’ve filled the hole, Erick has a prescription              
for watering, a daily dose which is not too much and not too little.” 

Pastor Vince Amlin reflects on the similarities between caring for a newly            
planted tree and the individuals in the church that he and the arborist belong to. He                
writes, “I think of the community that he and I share; the place where we and many                 
others are hoping to grow and thrive. Some need more support; others more space.              
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Some are drought-hardy; others require more water. Some are ready to put down             
roots. Others are still breaking out of containers that no longer fit. If we do our                
work, the whole garden can grow. But I wish we had Erick's expertise, his certainty               
about what each one needs.” Vince Amlin goes on to reflect, “At least I can show                
his care. The thoughtful way he approaches each shrub and tree.” (Vince Amlin,             
Stillspeaking Devotion, May 1, 2018) 

As pastor Amlin points out, will never have the expertise of an arborist when              
it comes to loving people. We can, however, recognize that each person is unique              
and therefore in need of our thoughtful attention. This means leaving behind            
preconceived notions as we take the time to learn about other people and what their               
needs are. 

One of the beautiful things about reaching out in love to other people is that               
love often comes back to us. As I learned to care for Eleanor Powers in the ways                 
that were helpful to her, I also learned to appreciate the love that she shared with                
me. Although she could be demanding and blunt at times, I knew that she truly               
loved me.  

One highlight of our time together was when I was able to spell the word               
“Rejoice” on a double word square. She was so excited and happy that I scored so                
many points with one word. It was clear that she never was interested in winning               
the game, but rather tending a younger fir tree. 
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